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GoC-MM
Human gut microbiota on gut-on-a-chip

GoC-MM is a H2020-MSCA-IF project.
R&D PROJECT MANAGER : Dr Giulia MALAGUARNERA

Goc-MM consists of minimal functional portion of gut cultured in a microfluidic devices, gut-on-a-chip,
that mimics the environment of the intestine. The new gut-on-a-chip that we would produce with this
project will be advanced from previous models, because of the use of non-absorbed materials with a
low production cost, which are easier to industrialize. This study is focused on culturing and studying
human gut-microbiota phyla composition from fecal samples of healthy subjects, as well as both
obesity and anorexic patients. Gut microbiota provide nutrients and energy for the host through the
products of substrate fermentation in Short Chain Fatty Acids.

The motivation that leads us to get involved in this project is to provide to scientific community and
industries a convenient and standardized methodology of isolation and cultivation of microbiota from
human fecal microbiota transplantation. GoC-MM will supply an experimental model that provides
cells of the epithelial and microbiota to be cultured in presence of physiologically relevant flow and
peristalsis-like mechanical deformations, which promote formation of epithelial cells of small
intestine. Thanks to the clinical approach of Goc-MM, we will evaluate the different characteristic in
the obesity on male and female. Targeting microbiota may represent a new perspective to prevent,
reverse or treat obesity, anorexia and other metabolic disorders.

GoC-MM
Human gut microbiota on gut-on-a-chip
GoC-MM is a H2020-MSCA-IF project.

Addressing the lack of understanding of the microbiota in obese and healthy patient
Enhancing academic research results valorization (deep tech)
Promote European excellent research

This project has received funding from H2020-MSCA-IF program under grant agreement
No. 845036

MImETIC
INDiRECT
MIcrovascularizED Tumour-on-chip for Cellular ImagiNg of Drug Response and Cell moTility

MimETIC INDiRECT is a H2020-MSCA-IF project.
R&D PROJECT MANAGER : Dr François TAUTE

MImETIC INDiRECT aims to develop a standardised, accessible, versatile organ-on-chip toolkit for
cancer biology and drug discovery research, compatible with microscopy-based (live imaging and
confocal) techniques. The project is expected to facilitate academia and industry adoption of
microfluidic 3D cell culture systems for comparable and reproducible results in a complex
biomimetic animal free model for cancer drug discovery, toxicology, advanced (pre)clinical as well as
personalized medicine. The toolkit components will consist of an integrated temperature controller
dual-chamber chip, the Cherry Biotech CubiX system and growth factor optimized collagenous
solutions for each chip chamber. The dual chamber chip, with cellular migration lanes, will have two
tailored collagen-based formulations, designed per chamber.
The CubiX platform is a compact flow and temperature controller, allowing optional sensor (e.g. O2)
integration, compatible with single chips or 24-well plates. The cancer(s) sub-types to be used toolkit
standardization will be dictated by market needs, where commercial cell lines (cancerous and noncancerous) will be used to create the microvascularized complex tissue model. Potential project risks
have been identified with appropriate mitigation strategies, where the project promotes adoption of
standardized, cost-effective and versatile cancer organ-on-chip platforms in the market, rather than
disruptive academic findings. Access of the aforementioned system to a worldwide growth market
will fully exploit the project results, disseminated by direct and indirect marketing and scientific
approaches. Project implementation will be an academicindustry collaborative and multidisciplinary
manner providing the acquisition of diverse and unconventional complementary skills, leading to an
understanding of both sectors requirements. We envision the above-mentioned to facilitate future
academic and industry collaborations.

MImETIC
INDiRECT
MIcrovascularizED Tumour-on-chip for Cellular ImagiNg of Drug Response and Cell moTility

MimETIC INDiRECT is a H2020-MSCA-IF project.

Addressing lack of diseases on chip model
Enhancing academic research results valorization (deep tech)
Promote European excellent research

This project has received funding from H2020-MSCA-IF program under grant agreement
No. 840577

MicroFSMA
MicroFluidic based platform for SeMen Analysis

MicroFSMA is a H2020-MSCA-IF project.
R&D PROJECT MANAGER : Dr Shiva K SHUKLA

MicroFSMA aims to deliver an assay for semen analysis and isolation of quality sperm for in-vitro
fertilization (IVF). An automated, user-friendly, standardized, and efficient method is highly in
demand from embryologists/andrologists. MicroFSMA consist of three microfluidic chips integrated
with a commercial computer program. Microfluidic chips will be designed to replicate the in-vivo
physical and chemical environment of a female reproductive tract. The thermal and chemical
gradient will be generated in microchannels to identify responsive sperm cells. Additionally, a
computer program will facilitate multi-sperm head and flagella tracking for the recorded time-lapse
image sequence. Tracking algorithm will connect the positions of sperm cells in recorded successive
images. The continuous wavelet analysis (CWT) /harmonic analysis of the flagellar wave and head
trajectory will assist to identify the responsive sperm cell towards the chemical/physical cues. We
are convinced that the correlation of sperm kinematics with harmonics/wavelet analysis will reveal
potential parameters for male infertility screening.
The successful employment of MicroFSMA in an industrial atmosphere will improve the experienced
researcher (ER) knowledge of industrial R&D and market strategy. These unconventional skills will
ensure the complete exploitation of MicroFSMA results by starting the small-medium
enterprise(SME)/academic joint research schemes.

MicroFSMA
MicroFluidic based platform for SeMen Analysis

MicroFSMA is a H2020-MSCA-IF project.

Addressing improvement of sperm analysis
Enhancing academic research results valorization (deep tech)
Promote European excellent research

This project has received funding from H2020-MSCA-IF program under grant agreement
No. 842299

Sector
Enablers
The challenge of designing and producing commercially available organs-on-chip models

Sector Enablers is a H2020-MSCA-Individual Felllowship project
INNOVATION MANAGER : Dr Dario FASSINI

While incredibly sophisticated and realistic organs-on-chip(OoC) models have been developed in the
last decades so far, the number of organs-on-chip models commercially available to scientists can be
counted on the fingers of one hand. Researchers aiming to investigate complex biological aspects or
targeting particular diseases might greatly benefit from the commercialization of such organs-onchip models but specific constrains are still limiting their large diffusion. At moment scientists
willing to invest in OoC technology have to put significant amount of money and efforts in order to
develop their own facility and expertise.

SeCtOR ENABleRs aims to overcome the need of PDMS and develop a convenient kit for the
production of partially customizable organs-on-chip (OoC). The main motivations that leads us to get
involved in this effort provide the scientific community with an easy-to-use, economically convenient
and standardized microfluidic platform.

Sector
Enablers
The challenge of designing and producing commercially available organs-on-chip models
Sector Enablers is a H2020-MSCA-Individual Felllowship project.

Addressing the lack of predictive enough models in drug development using organ-on-a-chip
technology
Enhancing academic research results valorization
Connecting excellence research center with cutting edge technological SME

This project has received funding from H2020-MSCA-Individual Felllowship project.

H2020-MSCA-ITN

Super-resolution optical microscopy of nanosized pore dynamics in endothelial cells

DeLIVER is a H2020-MSCA-ITN project.
PHD STUDENT : Matteo BONINSEGNA
Very little is known about the extremely important physiological function of nanosized pores in
endothelial cells and their role in the transfer and/or clearance of metabolites and pharmaceuticals
to vital organs. The current generation of optical nanoscopes, however, is rather slow and can only be
applied to isolated, typically fixed (i.e. dead) cells rather than biomedically relevant tissues. Also,
newcomers to the field need to familiarize themselves with a whole new set of potential problems that
might arise in the use of optical nanoscopy, such as image reconstruction-related artifacts to name
just one example. This is an area of research where European enterprises are very active.

DeLIVER will train a new generation of ESRs in the development and application of newly
developed high speed and high resolution imaging tools in biomedical research. ESRs will be crosspollinated with concepts and skills in physics and biomedicine, in particular in super-resolution optical
imaging (a.k.a. optical nanoscopy), analytical image reconstruction, and optical micromanipulation methods. These skills are applied to reveal for the first time the function and
dynamics of nanosized pores in endothelial cells (EC) that present the main barrier between the
blood and vital organs for human physiology, such as the liver, brain, kidneys, and the eyes.

1. To develop novel high-speed super-resolution optical technologies that transcend the
200nm optical diffraction barrier for the dynamic visualisation of nanosized
pores in living ECs by month 24 and live imaging of pharmaceutical interactions with ECs in
microfluidic perfusion chambers by month 36.
2. To develop open-access tools for SR-SIM image reconstruction and blue-prints for highspeed, real-time image reconstruction by month 36.
3. To extend SR-SIM based nanoscopy methods to 3D cell culture and in situ tissue studies by
month 36, and in vivo studies of the liver by month 48.
4. To obtain mechanistic descriptions of small molecule/pharmaceutical interactions with
living ECs by month 24, with liver tissue slices by month 36, and the effect of ageing on this
process by month 48.

Super-resolution optical microscopy of nanosized pore dynamics in endothelial cells

DeLIVER is a H2020-MSCA-ITN project.

Transectoral training of early stage researchers
Enhancing academic research results valorization
Connecting excellence research center with cutting edge technological SME

This project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie Grant Agreement No. 766181, project
“DeLIVER”. https://www.deliver-itn.eu/index.php/en/

Research and Training in Early Life Nutrition to Prevent Disease

GROWTH is a H2020-MSCA-ITN project
PHD STUDENT : Miriam GRAUTE

The interplay between nutrition, gut microbiota, and its large number of metabolic and immune
mediators plays an essential role in the development of gut immune homeostasis in early life. This
interaction needs to be better understood because a disturbed immune function in the neonatal
period is harmful for neonatal survival and enhances the risk of chronic inflammatory disease later in
life. In particular, preterm infants have an immature gut and an associated intestinal state of
dysbiosis, which limits the efficacy of nutritional interventions to

1) support early life nutrition
2) prevent sepsis and conditions such as necrotizing enterocolitis and intestinal failure, and
3) reduce the risk of chronic inflammatory diseases mediated by the gut.

A major barrier to elucidating the critical nutritional-host-microbiome interactions and reducing
neonatal mortality is the lack of expertise in the rapidly emerging area of metabolomics. We therefore
proposes a multidisciplinary approach, making use of a large-scale pre-existing clinical cohort of
neonates and state of the art analytical and bioinformatics tools. GROWTH is an Innovative Training
Network focused on European Industrial Doctorates that aims to train young business-oriented
researchers in developing pathological insights, biomarker diagnostics and personalized nutritional
interventions for intestinal failure in neonates and preterm infants. A multidisciplinary consortium
that will involve the participation of 7 non-academic and 5 academic partners in the life sciences field
and will attempt shortening the path from basic research to clinical applications.

Research and Training in Early Life Nutrition to Prevent Disease

GROWTH is a H2020-MSCA-ITN project

Addressing the lack of predictive enough models
Enhancing academic research results valorization (deep tech)
Training of young researchers

This project has received funding from H2020-MSCA-ITN - program under grant agreement
No.814169

Reproduce in vitro with synthetic approaches the mechanisms and principles of cell division

DivIDE is a H2020 project.
PHD DTUDENT : Pablo SALAVERRIA

DivIDE aims to investigate the mechanisms and principles of cell division and to reproduce
them in vitro with synthetic approaches.
Crucial to cell division is the mitotic spindle, a structure whose main duty is the separation of
chromosomes. The spindle is made of microtubules (MT), molecular motors, and MT-binding factors,
some of which show astounding complexity. The mitotic spindle is one of the cellular structures that
best represents the ability of biological matter to self-organize through arrays of dynamic proteinprotein interactions. It rapidly assembles when cells enter mitosis, and it disassembles, after sister
chromatid separation and mitotic exit.
The complexity and dynamic behavior of the mitotic spindle captures the imagination of
synthetic biologists and modelers.

Reproduce in vitro with synthetic approaches the mechanisms and principles of cell division

DivIDE is a H2020 project.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No 675737

H2020-INNOSUP

BrainChip
Human on Chip : Microsensor unit and control algorithm integration for brain on a
chip drug testing applications and development

BrainChip is a H2020-INNOSUP project.
Coordinator : Dr Antoni HOMS CORBERA

The treatment of conditions and diseases of the central nervous system (CNS) related to aging as
well as environmental, genetic and other incidental factors, depends on gaining deeper understanding
of the brain complexity. Therapeutic drugs development, evaluation, and personalization,
require realistic test systems able to improve the predicted outcome currently provided by animal
testing. Current in vitro systems fail to reproduce the CNS complexity due to their two-dimensional
character which restricts cellular shapes and interactions: such as those of astrocytes with numerous
neurons or those originating from the existence of the blood-brain barrier(BBB). More realistic in
vitro models, incorporating human cells structured in 3D dispositions and implementing different
brain regions are required to study how neurological conditions impact connected regions of the
brain.
The main objective of BrainChip is to generate a potentially valorizable micro fluidic instrumentation
platform for mimicking brain functions, testing therapeutic molecules and generating objective data.
The proof of concept that will be developed during the Brainchip project is expected to have direct
application to the emulation of other organ functions and to facilitate organ-on-a-chip –based
standardization. It should lead to the introduction of a versatile usable platform fostering life
sciences, drug discovery and drug screening, once combined with artificial intelligence algorithms.

BrainChip
Human on Chip : Microsensor unit and control algorithm integration for brain on a
chip drug testing applications and development
BrainChip is a H2020-INNOSUP project.

Addressing the lack of predictive enough models in drug development using organ-on-a-chip
technology
Enhancing SME innovation
Development of new key collaborations

TThis project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program under INNOSUP Grant Agreement No. 739759.

H2020-MSCA-RISE

Heart on chip based on induced pluripotent stem cell technology for personalized medicine

Heart-on-chip is a Horizon 2020 project : Marie Sktodowska-Curie RISE

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a serious genetic disorder, occuring in 1/3500-5000 children
and develops due to mutation in dystrophin gene. As a result of the lack of dystrophin the skeletal
muscles are affected by the repeated injury, inflammation and fibrosis, and the manifestation of the
desease is the muscle weakening leading to loss of ambulation which occurs at about age of 10 years.
Understanding the mechanisms of cardiomyopathy can provide better chance for patients, improving
their conditions of life and prolonging its extent.
CISTEM project will be oriented on developing heart on a chip for investigating Duchenne
muscular dystrophy.

Heart on chip based on induced pluripotent stem cell technology for personalized medicine

Heart-on-chip is a Horizon 2020 project : Marie Sktodowska-Curie RISE

Addressing knowledge gaps in the use of microfluidics and microsystem technologies for
personalized medicine
Brindging the gap between industry and high education institutions
Connecting high-quality research infrastructures

This project has received funding from H2020-MSCA-RISE-2017 program under grant
agreement No. 778354

EUROSTARS

IMAGINe
Long-term imaging of organ-on-chip cultures: a proof-of-concept for metastatic melanoma-on-chip

IMAGINe is a Eureka – EUROSTARS project.

Recent efforts in drug development are focussing on biologicals and cell-based therapies that target
the body’s immune response to fight cancers such as melanoma; a metastatic and chemotherapyresistant cancer causing over 20,000 deaths in Europe annually. Validation of novel therapies requires
models that reflect the human physiology and immune response. The current use of humanised
animal models is associated with high costs and low prediction of success in clinical trial. There is a
need for improved melanoma models to facilitate development of novel therapies.
The aim of the IMAGINe consortium is to design and validate a universal environment control device
for long-term imaging of organ-on-chip(OoC) tumour models.
IMAGINe aims to enable long-term imaging of tumour-on-chip applications with the following
objectives :
Develop a universal environment control device for OoC
Develop standard operating procedures for imaging and detection of cells
Develop a novel metastatic melanoma-on-chip model
Provide proof-of-principle with a novel cell-based therapy to inhibit metastasis.

IMAGINe
Long-term imaging of organ-on-chip cultures: a proof-of-concept for metastatic melanoma-on-chip

IMAGINe is a Eureka – EUROSTARS project.

Addressing the lack of predictive enough models in drug development using organ-on-a-chip
technology
Enhancing academic research results valorization
Connecting excellence research center with cutting edge technological SME

This project has received funding from Eureka - EUROSTARS programme under grant
agreement No. 11 275

REGION BRETAGNE

SPHEROID
ON CHIP
SpOC est un projet finance par la region Bretagne

Le projet SpOC a pour but premier la réalisation d’un outil technologique prenant la forme
d’une puce micro-fluidique intégrant un système de perfusion et de contrôle de la température
adaptée à la culture de sphéroïdes (organoïdes tridimensionnels).

Ces organoïdes devant être maintenus en culture plusieurs jours, afin de mesurer leur réponse à
l’exposition de molécule, le deuxième objectif du projet consiste en l’optimisation du protocole de
culture pour atteindre un temps de culture compatible avec les analyses à réaliser. La culture de
sphéroïdes en système micro-fluidique est un procédé totalement nouveau, la comparaison des
données obtenues sur ce nouveau modèle avec celles obtenues à l’aide de modèles de culture
standardisés est une nécessité, cette validation est le troisième objectif. Enfin, le dernier objectif du
projet SpOC est le transfert du savoir-faire et de l’expertise relatifs à la culture et à la
manipulation des sphéroïdes du partenaire public vers l’entreprise.

SPHEROID
ON CHIP
SpOC est un projet finance par la region Bretagne

Permettre la culture long terme de sphéroïde
Permettre le test de molécules anticancéreuses
Etablir et promouvoir les approches Deep Tech

Projet finance par la region Bretagne par l’appel à projet transfert de technologie

OTHERS
MICROFLUIDIC
APPLICATIONS

EUROSTARS

Inteligent bracelet for blood pressure monitoring and detection of preeclampsia
I Bracelet is a EUROSTARS project.
According to the WHO, hypertensive disorders affect about 10% of pregnant women worldwide and
they are an important cause of long term disability and death among mothers and babies. Blood
pressure (BP) affect around 40% of worldwide population. Early detection of an abnormal BP trend
over time permits clinical monitoring and prompt therapeutic intervention. The proposed system
ensures an accurate BP monitoring, increasing the likelihood of detecting early signs of BP disorders.
The aim of this project is to develop a sensor system for the early detection of hypertensive disorders
of pregnancy such as pre-eclampsia and other blood pressure as well. The system will consist of a
bracelet that incorporates a pressure sensor for continuous recording of the blood pressure waveform
across the wrist artery. The resulting data will be sent via wireless connection to a smart phone or a
computer. A software application will be developed to predict early signs of disorders.
At present, and as far as we know, there is no system or approach similar to that envisioned to that
envisioned in I Bracelet. As the sensor system we propose will be designed as a wearable device, it will
be able to measure the blood pressure continuously and without the interference of a user. The
development of a larger area sensing array will enable the achievement of these features.
The final product will be packed and sold as a smart bracelet including accompanying materials such
as disks and user manuals. This intended product will be defined as a next-generation intelligent
smart bracelet including an additional electronic core for environment interfacing, data acquisition
and transmission.

Inteligent bracelet for blood pressure monitoring and detection of preeclampsia
I Bracelet is a EUROSTARS project.

Addressing the lack of continuous survey
Enhancing academic research results valorization (deep tech)

This project has received funding from EUROSTARS program under grant agreement
No. E10871

H2020-MSCA-RISE

Smart thermal management of high-power microprocessors using phase-change

ThermaSMART is a H2020-MSCA-RISE project
The Objective of the Project ThermaSMART RISE is to create an international and intersectoral network
of organisations working on a joint research programme in the area of phase-change cooling of highpower electronic devices.
Modern microprocessors in smart-phones, high performance computing clusters or advanced
electronic equipment in space have a common need : increased parrallel functionnality at top
processing speed and durability. Maintaining top processor speeds generally means high power
compsumption whish comes at a cost : power dissipation and heating
In order to sustain high-speeds and reliable operation, this heat must be dissipated ideally at the same
rate as it is generated.
The current state-of-the-art conventional air-cooling is ineffective with 40% of air not playing a role in
dissipating heat.

Smart thermal management of high-power microprocessors using phase-change
ThermaSMART is a H2020-MSCA-RISE project

Addressing the problem of supercomputing performance
Enhancing academic research results valorization (deep tech)
Promote Networking and expertise sharing

This project has received funding from H2020-MSCA-RISE program under grant agreement
No. 778104

